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Exploiting quantum phenomena toward
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Deborah Santamore
Department of Physics
Temple University

number of transistors in one integrated circuit

from Wikipedia

Moore said: the transistor count doubles approximately every two years

Electronics Development Strategies
• Top-Down
– Continued reduction in size of bulk semiconductor
devices.
• Bottom-up
– Design of molecules with specific electronic function.
– Introducing new materials
– Alternative method of computing.

The Future of transistors (bottom up)

• Molecular transistors
• Carbon nanotubes transistors
• Nanowire transistors
• Quantum computing
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• Biology may provide inspiration for new technologies
bottom-up assembly, human intelligence

◄

Molecular transistors
Using a Single Molecule

Why Molecules?
• Molecules are small.
– With transistor size at 180 nm on a side, molecules are some
30,000 times smaller.
• Electrons are confined in molecules.
• Molecules have extended pi systems
• Molecules are flexible.
– conduction can be switched on and off by changing
molecular conformation providing potential control over
electron flow.
• Molecules are identical.
• Some molecules can self-assemble.

Single electron tunneling devices
(for ultra-precision measurements)

Coulomb blockade
the system accept edue to Coulomb
repulsion, another
electron cannot reach

under Coulomb blockade
conditions the electrons
can be transferred only
one by one

source

drain

Paul (Cambridge)
island

Electron transport of a dimer molecular transistor
- role of a vibrational mode coupling Phys. Rev. B 87, 075422 (2013)

In collaboration with
Neill Lambert (RIKEN, and Imperial College)
Franco Nori (RIKEN, and Univ. of Michigan)

Phonons -- electronic devices’ allies or foes?
Good
guy

Phonon transport

efficient heat transport  better cooling of devices

Electrons transport: electron-phonon coupling
ambient thermal environment

Bad
guy

 decoherence
vibrational mode coupled to tunneling electrons coherently
Can be
good?

 assisting electron transport!?

So, we want:
• strong coherent coupling of an
electron and a phonon
• controlled coupling

coupling with a mechanical vibrational mode

Vibrational mode coupling to tunneling electron
occurs more common than one thinks

noise power spectrum

QPC Circuit resonance, ωC

two peaks are the substrate plate
resonant frequency away from the
circuit resonance frequency (ωC)

Stettenheim et al. (Nature
446, 09123 (2010))

Resonator coupling --- which coupling?
barrier height
is modified

eL

R

resonator

e-

chemical potentials
are modified

e-

L

R
resonator

Resonator coupling --- which coupling?
experiment

chemical potentials are modified

Benatov and Blencowe
PRB,86,075313 (2012)

barrier height is modified

Vaidya and Santamore
manuscript in preparation (2013)

Model and Hamiltonian
source

Tc: tunneling coupling

drain

Free Hamiltonian
Interaction Hamiltonian (main)

Interaction Hamiltonian (Lead-reservoir)

Hamiltonian
L and R molecules

phonon

tunneling

ph - e coupling
Source/drain – L/R molecule coupling

mapped onto a spin-1/2 system
spin-boson Hamiltonian

Polaron transformation
spin-boson Hamiltonian

Corresponding expansion
parameter increases with
temperature

polaron transformation

perturbative approach
breaks down at high T

shift the displacement of the oscillator in a
specific way which effectively eliminates
the interaction terms in the Hamiltonian

spin-boson model cannot be solved in closed form!
How to solve
• Numerical
• Quantum Monte Carlo
• Real-time renormalization
• Quasi-adiabatic path integrals
• Flow equation renormalization
• Numerical renormalization group
• Analytical*
• Non-interacting blip approximation (NIBA)
• Systematic weak damping approximation
• Exact Born approximation
• Block-Redfield
* In

order to explore the physics of this model and to obtain useful analytical
information, these approximation schemes have to be applied within their
range of validity and compared to numerical methods which are essentially
non-perturbative

Expectation values
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Phonon correlation functions
Assumptions:

t > 0,

The back-action on fermion reservoirs is neglected
(this assumption amounts to second order perturbation theory in Tc)

Equivalent to the NIBA of the dissipative spin-boson problem
Here it involves the additional term that describes the broadening of the
coherence <s> due to electrons tunneling into the right reservoir.

In is the modified Bessel function of the first kind

Electrical current

At steady state,
all are equal

Electrical current- varying coupling coefficients
phonon-absorptionassisted transport

phonon- emission
assisted transport
N = 0.05

z = 0.1: black
z = 0.5: blue-dashed
z = 0:
solid red

z: vibrational mode coupling strength
ϵ: molecular energy bias

N : thermal occupation

current increases sharply due to resonant
tunneling
off-resonances there is a strong suppression
of the current due to the strong coupling to
the vibrational mode,
Strong coupling  peak localization

strong electron-phonon coupling leads to a
significant current suppression at low bias
voltages

ΓL =ΓR = 0.1, Tc = 0.1,
ωm = 1

Franck-Condon blockade

Electrical current - varying temperature
z = 0.3
N = 0.01: black
N = 1:
blue-dashed

higher temperature increases the absorption
assisted transport.
absorption current

emission current
temperature
dependence

zero bias current

ΓL =ΓR = 0.1, Tc = 0.1,
ωm = 1

Current noise spectrum
SL (ω): left molecule
SR (ω): right molecule
SCN (ω): charge noise spectrum
at steady state, all three terms are equal
α and β, α + β = 1 depend on the capacitances between junctions and molecule

ΓL =ΓR = 0.1, Tc = 0.2, N=0.05

MacDonald formula

• large resonance from the bare Rabi
oscillations of the electron tunneling
between molecules at
no coupling: red
weak coupling: blue dotted

Full numerical evaluation with damping
(a) hierarchical equations of motion
(a) direct diagonalization of the equation of motion

Seen on both analytical and full numerics
• Equal height emission peaks for the
different resonances as gb becomes small
Seen numerics only
• decreasing gb  approach analytical
results but with decrease in the
overall current
gb damping coefficient

thermal environment added

Semi-analytical solution is valid when gb small
thermal smearing

The current as a function of damping
current versus the vibrational mode damping at the first resonance peak ϵ = ωm
With the vibrational mode coupling,
the current is enhanced with
thermal damping at certain extent.

γB

For the purpose of current
enhancement, there is an
optimal balance between the
vibrational mode coupling and
the damping

possibility that the negative effects of the thermal environment can be compensated
by introducing a strong vibrational mode coupling tuned to the optimal current point
DHS, Lambert, Nori, Phys. Rev. B 87, 075422 (2013)

Conclusion
• Scaling is associated with advancement of technology.
• Future of transistors lie in new bottom-up approach (molecular
transistors, carbon nanotubes, nanowires, quantum computers,
etc.)
• Strong coupling between electrons and a resonator mode can
enhance the transport.
• Quantum coherent transport plays a significant role in electron
transport.
• There is a possibility that the negative effects of the thermal
environment can be compensated by introducing a strong
vibrational mode coupling tuned to the optimal current point

Thank you!

